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                     FAITHFULNESS IN AN AGE OF DECEPTION PT 2 

 

2 Timothy Chapter 2 

Jesus once made this prediction.    He said that a time is 

coming when many Christians will turn away from  the  faith.  

Christians will Betray and hate each other.  Many false 

prophets who will lead people astray.  People who do 

miracles and yet not  be in the kingdom. Sin will be rampant. 

The love of many will grow cold.   That  could apply to many 

times in the last 2000 years.      But there is no doubt it is true  

of this time for the church, and particularly the church in the 

Western world.   

This series is called Faithfulness in an age of Deception.  You 

could say it is the key theme of the letter in the Bible called 2 

Timothy.   One little book near the end of the Bible.   Written 

by Paul – the last letter we have before he is executed for this 

faith.  Written to his younger colleague    Who is in the firing 

line, in a church that is in trouble and being threatened by all 

kinds of heresies.     Timothy has a tough assignment in front 

of him, and his mentor is languishing in prison, miles away.     

Our situation.    We are not in such a position.    But we can 

feel  out of our depth.   We can feel as if we are drowning.  

We can  feel beaten down by life, or people.   We can feel we 

don’t know what to do next.    We can relate to that.   Family 

stuff, marriage stuff, covid stuff, financial stuff, work stuff, 

church stuff, friendship stuff.     Life is messy.    Grief, anger, 

frustration, fear,  shame.     Life seems to have a habit of 

throwing curve balls our way, when we least expect it.      And  

if that is you, now, then this is  so relevant to you.     If not 

now, then in the future.    

Be Strong  Ch 2:1-7  

Meaning   Uses 3 common figures from ancient times.  

Soldier, athlete, farmer.   Told to ponder these pictures.   

Soldier:   Obedience.      Basic training drilled into an soldier is 

obedience to the commands of a superior officer.        

Sacrifice.   A soldier is focused on their mission as primary 

focus.    That means putting their life on the line.    General 

Foch was a French military commander during the first world 

war.  He once was overheard saying to an officer. “ You must 

not retire.  You must hold on at all costs.”   The officer was 

aghast and said.  “ Then that means we all must die.  “ Foch 

answered.  “Precisely.” 

Athlete . The   word used here is for a professional athlete.    

They had them back In Paul’s day too and they were 

celebritries, just like our professional athletes are today.    

Athletes are incredibly self disciplined.  They train day in and 

day out.    They discipline their eating, their sleeping, 

everything they do.     They also must follow the rules.   Many 

sportsmen in recent years have tried to short cut their 

training by taking drugs and been found out.      

Farmers are   hard working; this is not a 9-5 job.   During  

lambing they can be up  all night in the rain and sleet.   When 

the hay needs cut, they cut it at all hours to beat the rain.     

Farmers are also patient.      Nothing is instant in farming.   It 

takes years to develop a property.   They must  sow crops in 

one part of  the year and wait patiently for growth   in the 

next season.         

Application:    Following Christ is hard.    It takes effort on our 

part.      We are saved by faith, but it does not mean that we 

just sit back and do nothing.   He is encouraging Timothy.   

Look at the sacrifices a soldier makes.     That is what it means 

to follow Christ .    Look at the obedience of a soldier to 

orders.   That is what is means to follow Christ .   Look at an 

athlete.     Regardless of whether they feel like it or not, they 

are up training every day.    Look at how an athlete has to 

follow the rules.       Look at a farmer.      He works all hours of 

the day.      To follow Christ is not a part time job.   It is an all 

of life job.   And see the patience of a farmer.     He takes  a 

long term view.    So keep sowing into people’s lives   Keep 

working even when you see no result     

Be strong.   Let these people inspire you as to what it means 

to follow Christ.   This is not a message we hear much today 

about.      Jesus put it like this.   If anyone wants to follow me, 

they must take up their cross.      

It will be worth it..  Ch 2:8-12 

Meaning:     These last verses are part of a very old hymn.    

Early church didn’t have all resources we have.    Used songs 

to remember theology.    The word of God cannot be 

chained.    Amazing truth.   No matter how much authorities’ 

governments have tried to shut down Christianity, gospel 

keeps spreading.    

“Salvation and eternal glory in Christ Jesus.”  Paul is         

saying to Timothy.   Don’t forget the end point. Ie the   

Soldier with his mission, or an athlete with the prize, or the 

farmer with the harvest.        Be strong because there is an 

incredible goal at the end.   We will live with Christ in the   

Kingdom to come.   No tears or pain.    

Application:   No matter what you are going through at the 

moment in the grand scheme of things, it is but a moment.    

It will pass.   You have an incredible future ahead of you.   

God is still on the throne.    Hang in there with whatever you 

are going through because the best is yet to come.   

 He is Faithful  Ch 2:13 

Meaning    This is the last line of the hymn, or fragment of 

hymn that we have.     The line before said if we deny him he 

will deny us.    Echoing the words of Jesus when he said.  If 

we are ashamed of him, on the day of judgement he will be 

ashamed of us.      That would be a scary place to end.   We 

could be tempted to think of all the times we have denied 



 

God with our actions.        But the last line is one of great 

encouragement.      God is faithful even when we are not 

faithful. 

Application:    You might feel you are failing at the moment.    

Under pressure you might be very aware that you are 

struggling to trust him.     You might be wracked by doubt.   

You might be very aware of the sin that seems to keep 

tripping you up time and time again.      The good news,  the 

great news is that God will not give up on you.   God is 

stronger that you.    God will keep hanging on to you and will 

not turn his back to you.        

Keep Pure  Ch 2:14-22 

Meaning:    The first bit is straight forward.   Paul is 

encouraging Timothy to use the Word of  God well and to 

avoid getting sucked into pointless arguments.    But then 

there is this strange bit about utensils made of wood and clay 

and some made of gold and silver.       It’s a bit confusing so I 

did some digging on this.     The contrast is not between 

having a flash cutlery set and a plastic one.     It’s more like 

having one of those scoops that you use to clean out the poo 

in the cats litter box.     You would never use one of those to 

eat your food off at the table.  This is about keeping pure so 

you can be used by God.       The cat pooper scoop is not 

really of any use for much other than cleaning out the poo.   

But if you are pure, you can be used for God’s work,    

Run from anything that stimulates youthful lusts.        When 

we hear this we tend to think in sexual terms. This is  one 

application and not a wrong one.      But youth  can be 

impatient and arrogant as well and given the context this is 

probably what Paul meant in this case.   

Application:    When we are allowing sin in our lives, we limit 

the ability of God to work through us.     Is there sin in our 

lives that we are tolerating.     Grieving the Spirit.    Lust,  idols 

that are dominating our lives, it might be bitterness that we 

have allowed to fester.  Pride that puffed us up.   Maybe our 

language and jokes have become crude and coarse   Have we 

become an unclean vessel that is only of use to clean out the  

cat poo, but not much else.     What are  we allowing in our 

lives that is defiling us.     God is a Holy God.    His Spirit is the 

Holy Spirit.       Pursue purity  

Be Kind    Ch 2:23-26  

Meaning:    In this context Paul is instructing Timothy how to 

deal with difficult argumentative and deceived teachers in 

the church,.   Look at the words used.     Kind, patient, gentle,    

While he sees they have been deceived by the enemy,    he is 

clear that Timothy is to be careful how he confronts them.    

He is not to follow their example but to approach them with 

much love 

Application:   We all have difficult people in our lives.   Don’t 

look but you might be sitting beside one 😊    Some people 

just seem to get under our skin.     Some debates seems to 

rile us up.      It is easy to  start labelling people, or losing our 

cool with people.     The current Covid debate is a good 

example.     While the situation is different from here,   Paul’s 

instructions to Timothy here are just as relevant.    Kindness, 

gentleness, patience, no matter what we think of another 

persons’ view, is what God requires of us.   

If you are struggling at the moment, these are God’s word for 

you.    

Be Strong                 Ponder the soldier, the athlete, the farmer 

It will be worth it    We have an  Amazing future 

He is faithful            Even when we are not 

Keep pure                 So God can work through you 

Be kind.                    No matter how others behave 
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R E F LE C T I O N  +  D I S C U S S I O N  

1. Have you ever had a mentor at times in your 
spiritual journey?    How were they helpful when 
things were tough? 
 

2.  Of the 3 examples to ponder, which one is most 
relevant to you at the moment – the soldier, 
athlete or farmer?   How could they inspire you? 
 

3. How do we keep our eyes on the end game, when 
we are booked down in the messy things of life? 
 

4. When have you seen God’s faithfulness of late? 
 

5. What people, situation, or things are likely to pull 
you away from Christ,  or bring uncleanness into 
your life? 
 

6. What kind of people or debates tend to get you 
wound up?    What can we do to be kind, gentle 
and patient with people who we disagree with or 

think have dumb views 😊   Why does this 
matter?   
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